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There is nothing new about public efforts to provide work
when that provided by private enterprise seems inadequate.
During the great distress of 1816-1819, parliament com-
missioned a public wbrks loans board to advance money for
the building and improvement of ports and harbours, and
itself voted grants for the building of Waterloo churches. The
second of these objects was the outcome of a philosophy of
life which ceased to influence government action in this
country after 1819. But the first had an economic and naval
justification, which would have held even if there had been
no depression. The loans board therefore outlived the emer-
gency. And the government similarly encouraged Lancashire
authorities to undertake public works in the hope of providing
employment for the small residuum who failed to get re-
absorbed into their old trades at the close of the American
civil war and the cotton famine.
The mid-nineteenth century, however, was an age in which
such public works as were likely to be carried out under the
stimulus of the central government were very seldom of any
considerable economic importance to the country as a whole:
in the gas and railway age, even power and transportation
were privately provided.
Only local authorities were therefore seriously tempted to
create work in emergencies. These now had sewers and water
pipes to be laid, cemeteries and parks to be laid out, roads to
be paved, waste land to be reclaimed. Occasionally the urban
guardians worked their outdoor labour test in connection with
work of this kind. And more often the municipality attempted
to relieve distress in this way in the hope of enabling decent
independent families to tide over a bad time without having
recourse to the poor-law.
This local habit of providing municipal relief works received
central approval in the circular issued by Joseph Chamberlain
as president of the local government board during the slump
of 1886. But while he succeeded in consolidating a growing
custom, he failed to secure the adoption of the conditions with
which his chief recommendation was hedged around. Arguing

